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Airway Epithelium and Its Region-
Specific Stem And Progenitor Cells 

Human Airway Epithelium

The human respiratory system functions to transfer oxygen from 
the air to the circulatory system and carbon dioxide from the body 
to the surrounding air. The airway warms and moistens the air 
prior to gas exchange as it travels towards the distal lung, and 
protects the distal lung from harmful pathogens and environmental 
insults. The human airway can be divided into the conducting 
zone and the respiratory zone. The conducting zone includes 
regions that do not participate in gas exchange, namely the nasal 
passage, trachea, main bronchi, intra-pulmonary bronchi and 
bronchioles. The diameter and length of each successive airway 
branch decreases progressively from the trachea to the terminal 
bronchioles. The respiratory zone consists of the respiratory 
bronchioles, alveolar ducts and alveolar sacs. The respiratory 
zone is the site of gas exchange between the air within the lung 
and the blood within pulmonary capillaries.1,2

The human airway, from the nasal passage to the alveolar sacs, is 
covered with a continuous epithelial sheet that differs in morphology 
and cellular composition between the conducting and respiratory 
zones. In the most proximal regions of the conducting zone, 
including the nasal passage, trachea, and bronchi, the airway 
epithelium exhibits a columnar, pseudostratified morphology. 
The height of this epithelium decreases in more distal regions of 
the conducting zone and resembles a cuboidal epithelium in the 
small airway. The major cell types of the large airway epithelium 
are goblet cells that produce and secrete mucus, ciliated cells 
that promote mucus motility through coordinated movement of 
their apical cilia, and basal cells that line the basement membrane 
and do not contact the apical surface of the epithelium. In the 
bronchioles, the cuboidal epithelium contains secretory club cells 
and fewer ciliated cells than in more proximal airway regions. The 
alveolar epithelium is lined with type I and II alveolar epithelial 
cells (AECs). The alveolar cells fuse to endothelial cells by their 
basal membranes to form the gas exchange barrier. There is a 
variety of less frequent cell types throughout the airway, including 
neuroendocrine cells in the large airway, and a resident population 
of alveolar macrophages (phagocytes) that reside in the interstitial 

spaces and function to remove inhaled debris deposited in the 
air spaces.1,3

Epithelial Barriers and Defense Function

The airway epithelium plays a critical role in conducting air to and 
from the alveoli. It is central to the defense of the lung against 
pathogens and particulates that are inhaled from the environment. 
The primary action of defense is the combined function of 
secretory and ciliated cells maintaining an efficient mucociliary 
elevator that promotes expulsion of foreign material.4,5 A variety 
of other host defense processes also contribute to the efficiency 
of the protective function of the airway epithelium. Importantly, 
the epithelial sheet does not function as an independent entity, 
but rather as an interdependent functional unit along with other 
epithelial cells, mesenchymal cells, endothelial cells and the 
extracellular matrix.6,7,8  

An additional layer of defense is achieved by intercellular junctions 
that create an efficient barrier against inhaled pathogens or toxic 
agents. The permeability barrier is regulated by tight junctions 
that limit the passive flow of molecules between the apical and 
basolateral compartments. Tight junctions are also key regulators 
of ion and solute homeostasis, thus effecting the control over the 
height and ionic composition of the airway surface liquid that is 
necessary for lung defense.9

Despite these efficient defense systems, the airway epithelium 
is in permanent contact with the external environment and is 
frequently injured. After airway epithelial injury, the basement 
membrane may be partially or completely denuded, with only 
clusters of basal cells remaining attached to the basement 
membrane. These typical alterations in structure and function 
play a major role in the pathogenesis of numerous respiratory 
diseases, such as chronic bronchitis, asthma, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) or cystic fibrosis (CF), and can 
originate from exposure to everyday pulmonary inhalants such as 
natural and man-made particulates, fibrous materials and inhaled 
chemicals. Immediately after injury, the airway epithelium initiates 
a repair process to restore barrier integrity and normal epithelial 
function, but these processes are not fully understood.1,5,10,11
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Airway Region-specific Stem and Progenitor 
Cells  

The airway epithelium is a dynamic tissue that normally undergoes 
slow but constant turnover. In the event of mild to moderate injury, 
the airway epithelium responds vigorously to re-establish an 
epithelial sheet with normal structure and function. This repair 
process is carried out by the airway stem and progenitor cells.11-18

The vocabulary describing the different progenitor cells is complex 
in the field of epithelial progenitor cell biology. In this review, we 
use progenitor to broadly define any relatively undifferentiated cell 
that is capable of proliferation and differentiation, while stem cells 
are a rare subtype of progenitor cells that are capable of sustained 
proliferation, self-renewal and multipotent differentiation. In 
contrast, many adult progenitor cells are transient amplifying cells, 
which proliferate extensively to establish terminally differentiated 
cells, but have a limited life span in comparison to stem cells.12,13,19

Evidence suggests that different kinds of epithelial stem and 
progenitor cells reside in different regions of the lung: basal cells 
in the proximal trachea and bronchi,20 bronchioalveolar stem cells 
(BASCs) in the bronchial-alveolar duct junction (BADJ),21 and 
alveolar type 2 epithelial cells in the alveolar region.22  

Basal Cells

There is now increasing evidence that basal cells are multipotent 
progenitor cells in the tracheobronchial region that can both self-
renew and give rise to ciliated and secretory lineages during 
postnatal growth and steady-state periods, as well as during 
repair following damage to the epithelium. This understanding 
is derived from in vivo genetic lineage tracing studies and in 
vitro culture including air-liquid interface (ALI) culture and 3D 
clonal sphere culture. Using both of these culture techniques, 
the potential of single cells to self-renew and differentiate can 
be followed.20,23,24 Either of these approaches rely on the ability 
to accurately tag basal cells using markers whose functional 
importance to the biology of the basal cell progenitor remains 
unclear. The most widely used basal cell markers include P63, 
IGTA6, NGFR, KRT5 and KRT14.19,20,23-27 Of these markers, KRT5 
and KRT14 are most commonly used. While KRT5 is expressed 
in all basal cells, only a subset of basal cells normally expresses 
KRT14 in steady-state when the turnover of the epithelium is low.23 
This suggests that there may be functional heterogeneity among 
individual basal cells, with only some being able to give rise to 
multiple mature cell lineages. Lineage tracing studies in mouse 
tracheal and bronchial epithelium using a KRT14-CreER driver 
suggest that subpopulations of basal cells may have multipotent 
or unipotent capacities following airway injury. The KRT5 and 

KRT14 double-positive basal cells that are present singly or in 
small clusters transiently increase during repair following damage 
to the luminal cells by a variety of agents such as acid, detergent, 
or systemic naphthalene administration. This result suggests that 
KRT14 is up-regulated in basal cells when they are ‘activated’ to 
proliferate.23,28 Other studies, however, have proposed that all 
basal cells have the capacity for multipotent differentiation and 
that the fate of the basal cell progenitor is influenced by its local 
environment and by the mechanism of injury.20  

One question of practical relevance for regenerative therapies 
in the human lung is whether basal cells are the only cells that 
can efficiently repair the pseudostratified epithelium or whether 
differentiated cells can dedifferentiate or transdifferentiate under 
certain conditions. A key paper published recently from the 
Rajagopal lab used a strategy to specifically kill KRT5+ basal 
cells in the mouse trachea in vivo.29 Under these conditions 
they found that differentiated SCGB1A1+ secretory cells can 
undergo dedifferentiation into P63 and KRT5 double-positive 
basal cells. These basal cells persist long-term and behave 
like normal KRT5+ progenitors. The authors further demonstrate 
through in vitro cultures that contact with basal cells prevents 
luminal cell dedifferentiation, but the precise mechanisms driving 
reprogramming and subsequent stem cell function need further 
study.29  

Bronchioalveolar Stem Cells (BASCs)

The transition zone between the smallest terminal bronchioles 
and the alveoli is known as the BADJ. In the mouse, this region 
contains both ciliated and secretory (club) cells, but in humans the 
resident cell type(s) are poorly defined. In mice, a small number 
of cells in the BADJ (about 1–2 per duct) co-express Scgb1a1 
(secretory cells) and surfactant protein C (Sftpc), a protein that is 
expressed at highest levels by Type II AECs cells in the alveoli. It 
has been proposed that these double-positive cells are BASCs. 
This designation is largely based on the fact that when isolated by 
FACS, the cells can give rise to bronchiolar and alveolar cell types 
in culture.30 Kim and her colleagues further identified a BMP4-
controlled NFATC1-TSP axis in lung endothelial cells that directs 
BASCs to differentiate into the alveolar lineage using a state-of-
the-art 3D clonal co-culture system.21

Type II Alveolar Epithelial Cells (AEC2s)

The major epithelial cell types of the gas exchanging region 
are cuboidal AEC2s that are specialized for surfactant protein 
production and secretion, and flat AEC1s that are specialized 
for gas exchange. Cell turnover in the alveolar region of the 
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adult mouse lung is normally slow, making it difficult to follow 
steady-state lineage relationships. After experimental injuries 
that damage alveolar cells and/or expose them to oxidative 
stress, however, there is rapid proliferation of surviving cells and 
activation of repair mechanisms.

Studies now more than 40 years old that used H3-thymidine 
labeling showed that AEC2s in adult monkeys and rats proliferate 
in response to injury by hyperoxia and nitric oxide and give 
rise to AEC1s. This capacity for self-renewal and differentiation 
of adult AEC2s has been confirmed by recent in vivo genetic 
lineage tracing studies using Cre recombinase driven by genes 
associated with functions of the terminally differentiated cells 
including Sftpc and Lyz2. During steady state turnover, there is 
relatively little clonal expansion of individual AEC2s and very little 
differentiation into AEC1s. After injury of the alveolar region by 
bleomycin and by hyperoxia, the rate of differentiation of lineage 
labeled AEC2s into AEC1s is much higher.22,31-34

The identification of stem and progenitor lineages and activity in 
the adult has proceeded much faster than our understanding of 
the molecular pathways that regulate their cellular behavior. The 
concept that developmental pathways are reactivated and play 
important roles in lung repair and regeneration requires additional 
testing, especially in more physiologically or clinically relevant 
models. These studies will require additional information on how 
structures are formed in the lung, in particular the process of 
alveologenesis, which is still poorly understood. This is a topic that 
will greatly benefit from additional research into the development 
and maturation of the lung. Importantly, the advent of new in 
vitro models of lung stem cell activity such as tracheospheres 
and alveolospheres should allow for testing of factors that can 
promote either stem/progenitor self-renewal or differentiation at 
the single-cell level. 

In Vitro Human Airway Modeling
To appropriately model the in vivo human airway, specialized in 
vitro cell culture techniques have been developed that promote the 
formation of 3D structures that recapitulate the morphological and 
functional characteristics of the airway. For example, basal cells 
from the proximal human airway, upon recapitulation, differentiate 
into a mucociliary pseudostratified epithelium containing ciliated, 
goblet and basal cells. In this in vitro cell culture environment, 
cells display beating cilia, mucus secretion, barrier properties 
and remodeling and restoration properties similar to the native 
airway epithelium.1,35

Two dominant tissue-engineering techniques have been 
developed to model the native lung environment in vitro. Models 
are available for all of the major regions of the respiratory tract,36 
however, clinical and basic science applications have focused 
primarily on recapitulation of the bronchial epithelium. This is likely 
due to the fact that numerous pathologies result from disruption of 
this region and that researchers can obtain primary cell samples 
from this region with relative ease. 

The most well-characterized of these models is the 3D organotypic 
ALI culture on tissue culture inserts.36-43 In this method, the human 
bronchial epithelial cells obtained from bronchial brushings 
or through isolation of epithelial cells from cadaveric donor 
tissue can be seeded on permeable inserts. The procedure for 
inducing cell differentiation first requires growth of the cells in 
submerged cultures on inserts until they become fully confluent, 
after which they are raised to the ALI and cultured until they have 
become fully differentiated, a process that takes between 21 
and 28 days. Once ‘air-lifted’, ALI cultures are fed with medium 
bathing the basolateral cell surface only. The combination of 
apical exposure to air and basal exposure to specialized cell 
culture medium triggers differentiation of the monolayer culture 
to a pseudostratified columnar epithelium that resembles the 
native human airway. This model system is useful in a number of 
applications ranging from in vivo inhalation toxicology and drug 
screening to basic research.44 The advantages of such a model 
over in vivo animal studies include the use of human tissue, a 
relatively low cost of maintenance and ease of handling. The 
use of ALI cultures also offers a unique opportunity for the direct 
deposition of aerosol particles onto semi-dry apical cell surfaces, 
a procedure that mimics the deposition of powders onto the 
airway surface.1,45,46 

Isolated airway epithelial cells can also be cultured as 3D spheres in 
semi-solid Matrigel® Matrix with or without the use of tissue culture 
inserts. In this model, individual cells are able to grow into clonal 
spheres called bronchospheres or alveolospheres, depending on 
the origin of the starting cells.20-22 While bronchospheres can be 
formed in specialized matrices and medium without co-culture 
with other tissues, using current methods, alveolospheres can 
only be formed by co-culturing with other tissue types, such as 
fibroblasts or endothelial cells.21,23 The spheres consist of a lumen 
surrounded by an epithelial cell layer, with the apical surface of 
Goblet and ciliated cells pointing into the lumen. Following the 
proper procedure, the sphere culture can be achieved without 
tissue culture inserts, making it an attractive candidate system for 
high-throughput screening.   
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Future Outlook
Modeling of airway epithelial cells using organotypic culture 
systems is gaining significant popularity with the basic research 
community, as well as with the pharmaceutical industry and 
contract research organizations performing disease modeling 
and efficacy assays as part of upstream drug development 
processes. Adoption of these techniques is driven primarily by the 
motivation to move to a more physiologically representative model 
system than the animal studies and immortalized cell lines that 
previously represented the best options for investigating airway 
biology. The ability to culture human primary cells as differentiated 
epithelial layers has increased both the relevance and scope of 
experiments that can be carried out in vitro, compared to previous 
techniques. Using either ALI or matrix-suspended sphere culture 
techniques, researchers can now interrogate the functional 
properties of differentiated human airway cells with respect to 
specific experimental variables in vitro. Additionally, the ability to 
culture primary human cells in these organotypic systems allows 
for experiments incorporating the genotype of specific patients, 
opening the door for individualized diagnostic and treatment 
options.
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